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ASSTRACT 

The Reaction of Fe and Ni at Intermediate Energies (April 2001) 

Experimentally and theoretically, the affect of isospin on nuclear reactioiis 

has been studied intensively. Among the affects that have been observed to affect 

reactions are neutron number and size of thc reaction system. In this thesis work the focus 

was on systems of constant mass but varymg neutron to proton ratio. The three main 

reaction systems that were studied were the following: 'Fe+ ' Fe, Fe+ Ni, 
' N» 

' 
Ni, at energies ot 35 and 45 MeV. The reaction w as carried out at the Texas AA. M 

Umversity Cyclotron Institute. Differing beams of the above materials were created and 

iinpingcd on the different targets. The resulting fragments were detected in combinations 

of cesium iodide detectors, silicon detectors and the neutron ball. Some of the 

observables that were studied from these different reactions were neutron and charged 

particle multiplicities and information on the isotopic composition of the fragments. Thc 

data show that thc neutron multiplicity increases with increasing neutron to proton ratios. 

The isotopic distribution was also shosvn to depend on the neutron multiplicity of the 

reaction, the angle of detection, and the energy of the incident beam. 

Sean Nicholas Liddick 
Department of Chemistry 
Texas AilcM University 

Fellows Advisor: Dr, Sherry Yennello 
Department of Chemistry 
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INTRODUCTION 

Nuclear reactions during the lives and deaths of stars have produced all of the 

naturaHy occurring elements. The relative abundances of thc di lferent elements arc 

determined by the reaction mechanism goi cming these different processes. ln order to 

understand processes such as supernovae, and the elemental abundances that come oui ol 

such processes, it is important to determine the characterisncs of the many different nuclear 

reactions. To do this, laboratory reactions can be used to gain additional infomiation, such 

as the dcpendencc of the isotopic distribution of the fragments on the initial nuclei and their 

energy. This w ill aid in the many theoretical calculations needed to model astrophysical 

processes. I'he Texas AE M University Cyclotron was employed for this purpose to study 

different reactions of Ni and Fe. 

ln recent years much attention has been paid, both cxperirnentally and theoretically, 

to the isospin of a reacting system and its effect on the reaction mechanism [I-4f. 'l hc 

isospin is a quantum mechanical property ol a type of particle called a nucleon. Protons 

and neutrons are the two types of nucleons that can only be differentiated from each other 

by their isospins. For a neutron the isospin is defined to be rl '2 and for a proton it is 

defined as I, '2, [much the same xvay as the electron spin is defined to be +1 2]. The 

related variable that was expenmentally altered in this thesis work xvas the neutron to 

proton ratio of the reaction system. lt has been pres iously shown that the size and the 

neutron to proton ratio of the reacting system are important [ t, 5-6] to the multiplicity ol 

emitted l'ragmcnts. 

This thesis follovvs the style and format of Physics Review C. 



In the previous studies the neutron number of'the system v:as i aricd which in turn 

altered the size of the reacting system. These two effects. the size and the neutron number, 

were linked together and could not be decomposed into two different factors. In this thesis 

work the effect of the isospin was studied across a vanety of systems that kept the total sire 

of the system constant in an el'fort to minimize the uncertaintities found in Kundc's 

research. The current study focused on systems of constant mass but varying neutron to 

proton ratio. The three main reaction systems that were studied were the following; "Fe + 

' Fc, Fe+ 
' 

Ni, 'Ni+ '"Iv'i. Bv usmg mass 58 for these txvo elements the total size of the 

system was removed as a i ariable in the reaction. The neutron to proton ratio of the 

systems ranges from values of 1. 3 to 1. 07 respectively, The data that was studied l'rom 

these different reactions was neutron and charged particle multiplicity, where multiplicity is 

the total number, of the particle in question, given off by the reaction, and infotmation on 

the isotopic composition of the fragments. The multiplicities were obtained from the 

cesium iodide detectors tCsl) and the neutron ball, the operation of which will bc described 

in the Expenmental section. Isotopic information from the silicon detectors, also to be 

discussed in the Experimental section, was used to analyze the isotopic ratios of the 

different isotopes of boron, carbon, and nitrogen. 



EXPERIMENTAI, 

The data were taken at the Texas ARM University C'. yclotron, Tvvo difterent beams 

ol 
' 

Fc and Vi were accelerated to two ditTerent energies of 35 and 45 McV, 

mi llionelectron volt, inside the K500 Superconducting cyclotron. These beams ivere then 

guided from the cyclotron to the NIMROD, Veutron Ion Multidetector for Reaction 

Oriented Dynamics, setup to impinge on self supporting foils of thickness 1. 0 and 1. 7 

mg'cm for 'Fe and 
' 

Vi, respectively. NIMROD consists of ion chambers, silicon, and 

cesium iodide detectors arranged into 4 different circular nngs. These different rings werc 

stacked together to form a cylinder. The entire cylinder, marked as rings 2 through 0 in 

tigure 1. v, as placed inside the neutron ball. To augment this the Csl Ball xvill bc used tor 

the backward angles, rings 10 through 13 in the figure. In this manner, angular coverage 

from 3. 6 to 170 degrees was achieved. In the following sections the basic characteristics of 

each type of detector will be discussed. 
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Figure 1: A schematic along the long axis of the cylinder of the NIMROD. The neutron 

ball is omitted for clarity. The tv o angles of detectors that were used for the isotopic 

analysis arc the labeled rings 23 and 67 and have angles of 3A — 7. 7 and I S. 3 — 37. 8 

degrees respectively. 

C ear uni I orftde 

A cesium iodide detector is a crystalline solid, which can be created in a vancty ol' 

shapes. The cesium iodide (Csl) was doped with a small amount of thallium: its purp()se is 

to introduce diff'erent activaior levels into the Csl band gap structure. When radiation 

enters the detector the first process that occurs is the promotion of an electron t'roin the 

valence band to the conductance band of the material. This promoted electron then decays 

back down to one of the activator levels provided by the thallium. After this iniri il 



deescitation, the electron then decays all the svay back down to the ground state and emits a 

phoion of light. 
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Figure 2: Adapted from Leo [7]. A charactertstic band gap diagram for a Csl detector dope 

w ith a small amount of thallium to impart different activator levels to the detector. 

To be useful there must be a svay to tell different particles apart based on their light 

output. To differentiate between different particles emitted in the reaction a techmquc 

called pulse shape discriminatio is used. The hght that is emitted from an emitted particle 

in the Csl detector first rises very quickly and then slowly decays away. Thc total signal 

was ivcll as its decomposition into the slorv and fast contributions is shown in figure 3. 
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Figure 3: From Leo [7]. The decomposition of the total signal into its slovv and fast 

components. 

Gates are placed on the fast and stoxv portion of the light curx c, marked as slovv and 

fast in the figure, and the respective signal is integrated betvveen the limits. Different 

particles have different light curves and by plotting the relative amounts of the slow and the 

tast signal of the Csl it becomes possible to differentiate betvveen diff'erent particle types. 

To turn the light into a usable electric signal a photomultiplier tube (PMT) is used. 

In this tube, a photon first hits a photoelectrode that will emit an electron. This electron is 

then accelerated to the dvnodes v, here it is multiplied and sent toward the next dynode 

tvhere thc process repeats. This continues until the electrons hit a collector at the cnd of 

the PMT and the electrical signal is produced. 
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Figure ek Adapted from Lco [7]. A photomultiplier tube with the path of a photon and 

photoelectron shown. 

The Csl detectors that comprise '. NIMROD have the following characteristics: 

The detectors for rings 2-5 (review figure I ), 6 and 7, and 8 and 9 arc 100, 63, 

and 60 mm thick respcctis ely. The detectors for rings 10-13 range between 10 

and 30 mm thick. 

'I'he Csl crystals are tightly ivrapped in Teflon tape. This prevents thc Inss of 

light by providing more internal reflection. The Tcflon also protects the crystals 

from atmospheric water, as they are hydroscopic. 

The front surface of the crystal is covered with a thin sheet of mylar for tsvo 

reasons. The lirst is to kccp light that is inside the detector from escapin~ and 

the second is to prevent light outside the detector from intertering with thc 

measurement. 

The PMT is glued to the end of the Csl by special optical glue. Care ivas taken 

to ensure that no air remained trapped between thc PMT and the Csl because 

this reduces the efficiency of the detector. 



Silicon Delccrors 

A silicon dctcctor is just a semiconductor pn junction. This iunction is placed under 

a reverse bias (see fig 6) to create a depleted region, a region of few charge can iers, in the 

detector that is the sensitive volume of the detector. 

Ii i leuc && 
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liigure 5: adapted from Skoog [9]. A schematic showing the p and n region of a silicon 

detector under a reverse bias to create a depleted region in the detector. 

tVhen radiation enters this sensitive volume, positive and negative charges u cite 

developed and migrated to their respective electrodes and caused a small change in thc 

electric signal. NIMROD has tsvo types of silicon telescopes. The first contain only a 

single silicon detector and is either 150 or 300 um thick. The other telescope, the 

supertelescope, has ttvo silicon detectors of thickness 150 and 500 um stacl. ed back to back. 



It is the supertclcscopes that vvere used for the isotopic identification of the fraginents 

emitted in the reaction. The radiation coming into the first silicon detector deposits a small 

amount of energy (AE). The particle then enters the second detector and can either deposit 

the remamder of its energy and stop in the second silicon (E) or deposit another portion of 

it's energy and then punch i)trough to the Csi detectors. iVhen the quantity of E vvas ploued 

agamst hE it became possible to differentiate not only different elements but also their 

respective isotopes. 

Yean on Bull 

The neutron hall is a large segmented tank filled with an organic compound. The 

organic coinpound used in this experiment is pseudocumenc doped vvith a small amount of 

gadalinium. %'hen a neutron enters the tank it excites a gadalinium molecule into an 

excited state that then decays back doivn to the ground state with the emission of a gamma 

ray. I'his gamma ray then excites the pseudocumenc, which then releases a photi&n ivhcn it 

decays back down to the ground state. The light is collected by PMTs as in the C'sl 

detectors vvhere it is turned into a usable signal. 



Analysis 

The reaction particles ivere detected in di I'ferent combinations of detectors and 

complimentary information vvas obtained from each of these detectors. For the present 

analysis the Csl and silicon supertelescopes v, ill be used. For the Csl analysis all of the Csl 

detectors contained inside NIVJROD vvill be used, ivhich provided infomtation concernin ~ 

the light charged particles. The silicon supertelescopes produced the isotopic information 

and vvere studied at two difterent experimental angles of 3. 4 — 7. 7 and 15. 3 — 27. 8 degrees. 

Afitlttphcittes of Veutrons, Light Fragments, ana'JMFs 

By using the techmque ot pulse shape discrimination as prcviousla described inid 

plotting the slow signal versus the fast signal of the detector a graph was obtained that 

allows for the easy identification ot the isotopes ofhydrogen and helium as shown in thc 

foll ovving graph: 
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Figure 6 A typical Slow/Fast plot from a Csl detector. The light particles vvere resolved in 

this type of detector and the neutrals as w'ell as the isotopes of hydrogen and helium can be 

scen clearly, 

ln order to obtain a graph of the neutron multiplicity, the number of emitted 

neutrons N„, ivas plotted against the charged particle multiplicity, N, For subsequent 

analysis the charged particles in thc graph above must be identified and counted. This 5 as 

accomplished by drawing a hox around the neutrons and gamma rays and subtracting them 

from the total number ot particles detected inside NMROD for each reaction. '1 bc neutron 

multiplicity vvas obtained from the neutron ball and plotted against thc value of N, . This 

ss intormation is plotted m figure 8 tor the 
' Fe + Fc systems. 
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Figure 7 The N, plotted as a function of Nn for the Fc + ' Fe reaction system. 

From thc contour plots above the average number of neutrons tor each given 

charged particle number can be determined. This relationship is shown for all reactions 

systems in the following figurc. 



Multiplicity Neutrons vs Charged Particles 
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Figure 8: V, plotted as a function of charged particles for the four dif1'erent rcacuon 

systents. The enors in M, Nn, are estimated to be no greater than 0. 0118 units. 

The 
' 

Vi + ' Ni system 1)ad about 8'zo more charge av ailable for the productloll ol 

charged particles as compared to the ' Fe+ ' Fe system. This could bias the nickel system 
. 8 ss 

toward larger values of Nc. To compensate for this, thc x-axis was normalized bv dit iding 

the values on the x by the total charge of the system. Similarly the values on the y-axis 

were normalized by dividing by the total neutron number of thc system. From the gt aph it 

can bc seen that the more neutron rich systems preferentially give of more neutrons. in 

concordance with the results of Dempsey and Kunde[10, 5]. What is interesting about the 

current work was that it included the two different cross systems of F'e+ Ni and 
' Ni+ SS . '8 ~ s 



s"Fe. These two systems should give the same composite nucleus if everything came to 

equilibration before particle emission. This xvould mean that if this is the correct picture 

then the txvo lines should lie on top of each other, which they do not. One explanation for 

the shift in the two curves, even though they have the same isospin, is that the detector 

acceptance could vary inside NIMROD betvveen the forward and backward angles. 1'hc 

detectors might be able to accept the same amount of energy in the lab but v hen this energy 

is cons erted into the center of mass energies, the backwards angles might have a much 

higher energy threshold. A second effect, which could be driving the difference between 

the txvo identical isospin systems, is the degree of equilibration in the fomtation of the 

composite nucleus. Previous studies [11-12] have already determined that the energy 

range of this experiment is one in w'hich a complete equilibration of the interacting nuclei 

should not be expected. Any differential shift in the acceptance coupled with some amount 

of nonequilibration would result in the shift of the two curves, 

Additionally, the plots of the multiplicity of neutrons versus charged particles, are 

extremely important in event seleciion where events were characterized by their respective 

impact parameters. The impact parameter is the distance bctvveen thc centers ol the two 

nuclei at the point of closest approach. The events that are located on the upper right hand 

side of the plot are the ones that have the loxvest impact parameter, a head on collision, and 

are therefore morc x iolent releasing more charged particles and neutrons. I'hc ones on the 

lovver lel't of the reaction arc the peripheral events, high iinpact parameter, that release less 

neutrons and charged particles. 



Isotoft ic Ratios 

To try and determine the effect of the isospin on the reacting s&stem, attention was tumed 

to isotope yields for the different reactions. For the l'ollowing analysis the E E plots 

derived from silicon detectors were used. From these plots the isotopes ofboron, carbon 

and nitrogen vvere well resolved and relatively free from noise. 
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Figure 9: A E E plot derived from the silicon silicon detectors showing isotopic 

resolution. 

For each reaction system these fragments ivere isotopically identified. For this a 

method was developed for particle identification. The starting point of this identification 



v'as the theoretical descnption the energy loss of different particles inside all of the major 

elements inside NIMROD. This included energy loss calculations inside the gas ionization 

chamber as well as the energy loss in both silicon detectors and the Csl detectors. The 

calculated energy loss through the two silicon detectors was plotted and these theoretical 

lines v;cre then fitted with a sixth power polynomial, see figure I 0 using C as an example, l2 

of the form: E = u AF. 
' + bZxE 

' + cAF. 
" + dAE 

' + eAE + fAE + g . 

180 

y = 0. 0000000061766x'- 0. 0000025440893x + 0. 0004374769818x— 
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1063. 3815788177300 

W = 0. 9999931630363 

120 

20 

Figure 10: Plotting the energy loss of a ' C particle mside the tv:o silicon detectors 

and the polynomial tit to the region to above the first punch through. 



Only the region betiveen the two punch-throughs, in the case of 'C above from 

approximately 25 to 88 MeV, was used. Higher energy particles that punched through the 

silicon detectors can be identified inside the Csl detectors. Over the range of interest, the 

sixth order polynomial is a strictlv monotomc function. The distance between any point, 

(xi, yi), and an arbitrary location on the line can be defined as 

distance = 
x (r, — AE) +(i, — (aAE'+bAE'+cAE'+dAF. +eAE + fAL + 8)) (l) 

By dcfimng some fimctions the above equation can bc simpli bed into 

f(AE) = aAE'+bAE'+cAE'+dAE'+eAE + fAE+ 8 
(2) 

b(AE) = x, — AE 

distance = [A(AE) + f(AE)i ]' (3) 

The equation for ihe distance has only one mimmum inside the range of interest. l'o tind 

the minimum of this equation, its derivative was taken while holding the points xi and yi 

constant resulting in 

b(AE) * h'(AE) + f(AE) * f'(AF') distance'=; (4) 
[b(AE)+ f'(AE)]' 

When this derivative v:as equal to zero the shortest distance between the point and thc line 

was obtained. To find the zero of this particular function the denominator can be ignored 

so xx e are looking for the zero of the following (unction 

b(AF)h'(AE)+ f(AE) f'(AF) (5) 

In order to find the zero of this function Nexvton's Method [13] was used. Newton's 

Method for calculating a zero of a function proceeds as follov, 's. The first requirement of 

Newtons method is that the function and its derivative be defined and continuous over the 

entire range of computation. Since our function is a simple polynomial function it satisfies 



this cntena. Since the function is also monotonic. there is no need to worry about this 

method ca'Iculating ditterent solutions for ditfcrcni starting points. Beginning»ith (6 I tile 

dcnv at tv c is computed to be 

(t'(AE)+ f(A6)("(~)+ [j" (AE)] (6) 

An arbitrary starting point on eq 5 is chosen to begin searching for a zero. The tangent line 

is computed from the starting point and eq 6. The value where this tangent line is equal to ii 

is identified. This point serves as the next starting point for the tangent line calculation and 

the process is repeated until the numbers before and atter the tangent line calculation are 

» ithin some preset tolerance, defined as 0, 000005 I'o r present purposes. It «as Ibund thai 

this i alue led to the least amount ol computing time while still ensuring the con ect results 

Once the zero has been found it is put back into eq I to obtain the minimum distance 

bet«'een the point (xi, yi) and the line of interest. This procedure is then repeated for the 

same point over all of the theoretical lines representing the energy loss in the silicon 

detectors for each isotope. The isotopic line for ivhich the computed distance is the least is 

taken to be the identification of the particle. In this manner all of the particle above the 

noise threshold and in the correct region of thc graph could he identified and counted. An 

adilitional constraint «'as set on the most neutron rich and the most neutron poor isoiop» ol' 

each element For these isotopes the maximum distance that an arbitrary point could be 

Irom the line and still be identified with that isotope v, as limited to make sure that each 

isotope had the same energy ividth around its isotopic line. This meant that to be identified 

with any particular isotope a point would have to fall withm about 1. 3 MeV of a particular 

isotopic linc. This value remained fairly constant I'or the isotopes that were studied. 



The yield of the different isotopes «ere calculated according to the following 

formula: 

p¹isotope particle 
'/Oytehl = 

¹ eletuent particle 
In this formula the numerator is the total number of patvicles a given isotope, I' or example 

' 'C. The denominator is the total number of particles I'or all the isotopes of the current 

element; following froin the example above this ivould be all the particles of all C isotopes. 

Unless otherwise specified all isotope ratios are calculate from the nng 67 data. Iab angles 

between 15. 3 and 27. 8 degrees. 

I-or the following analysis, different cuts on the neutron multiplicity are made. 

%hite a stricter determination of the centrality of the collision could be achieved through 

the use of cuts on both neutron and charged particle multiplicity for the present purposes 

the neutron cut was sufficient. The tltree different cuts were for neutron multiplicities 

above 10, all multiplicities, and multiplicities below 6. These cuts allowed for the most 

violent collisions. all collisions, and the most peripheral collisions to be selected 

respectively (fig 12). The most obvious trend observable v, as that thc more neutron rich the 

system was, the more that system fonns the neutron rich isotopes. The second interesting 

feature «as that for each different element, if the results for the different cuts were plotted 

I'or each reaction system it can be seen that the lov:er the multiplicity, the higher thc 

production of the more neutron rich isotope. This eff'ect can be seen the clearest lor thc 

carbon isotopes. This can be understood in the folio«ing manner. The lower the 

multiplicity of the reaction the more peripheral it is. Particles that are ernittcd from these 

reactions could be coming froin a neck like region, which is predicted to be morc neutron 

rich than the surrounding nuclear material [10). 
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Figure I 1: Isotopic distribution of boron (top), carbon (middle(, nitrogen (bottom) 

fragments from the three difterent reactions at energies 45 McV for central (left), inclusive 

(middle), and peripheral (right) collisions. 

Another interesting point vvas that the isotopic distribution also changes as a 

function of the angle at n hich the particles are detected. When the reactions are plotted for 

the tvvo difierent lab angles of 3. 4 — 7. 7 and 15. 3 — 27. g degrees it vvas scen that in the more 

fonvard detectors the lighter isotopes v, ere emphasized. This could be duc to the lact that 

the different detectors vvill sample different portions ol'the particles energy spectrum and 



thus give different results [14], as xve)I as the fact that different reaction mechanisins 

prefcrentially populate different angles. 
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I'igure 12: Isotopic distribution ofboron (top), carbon (midd)e), and mtrogen (bottom) 

tragments for all three reactions at 43 MeV(situares) for ring 23(lef't), and ring 67 (right). 

The last variable that svas analyzed vvas the energy of the reaction system. For this 

the reaction '"Fc+ ' Fe svas analyzed at energies of 45 and 35 MeV. The isotope ratios for 

carbon are plotted in figure 13 vvith the same three multiphcity cuts as in figure I I. Front 

the graph! t can be seen that heavier isotopes are enhanced at multiplicities less than 6 and 



that this enhancement increases evith increasing beam energy. The neutron enhancement o(' 

the system can be explained by the fraginents coming from a neutron nch material such as a 

neck source [10]. The neutron enhnacement at loav multiplicities and at 45 tv(eV could has c 

to do with a possible coexistance region in which the reaction that might not be present in 

the 35 MeV data [3]. 
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Figure 13: Isotopic distribution of carbon fragments from the reactions of 5gFe 5gFe at 

energies of 35 MeV(circles) and 45 MeV(squares) for central (left), inclusive (mirldle), , md 

peripheral (right) collisions. 



SUMMARY A, "4D CONCLUSION 

The reaction of dif'ferent svstems of 'Fc and Ni &vere studied a& 35 and q5 MeV to 

tiy aiul gain insight into the effect of isospin on the reaction. Multiplicities of neutrons and 

charged particles were the first obser& ables that v'ere studied. It. v:as concluded that the 

more neutron rich the system is the more neutrons are given oft'during the reaction ei en 

after correcting Ior the number of neutrons available. However, even though two systems 

might ha& e the same isospin it does not mean that they will have the same prof&le for the 

emission of neutrons with respect to charged particles. This can be rationalized v, hen &t is 

taken into consideration thar the detector acceptance might not be unifomt throughout 

NIMROD and that the system is most probably not at equilibrium. Du« to the peripheral 

events, which do not collide to create an equilibrated composite nucleus, when the reacti&m 

is observed at all multiplicities it is highly probable that the reaction is noi at equilibnum. 

A I'urther factor that could he affecting the difference in the systems is the trigger that were 

used in &he acquisition stage. If a reaction system &s triggered on a multiplicity ol'one and 

then it is changed to four it can be seen that the higher trigger serves to select more central 

collisions making the analysis much morc complicated. To make furth«r use of the neutron 

multiplicities. event selection &vas accomplished on the basis of the number of neutrons 

emitted and related to the impact parameter of an event. This characterization was usel'ul in 

the analysis of the variation of the isotope ratios derived from the silicon detectors in goin« 

from a central to a peripheral collision. Through theoretical energy loss calculations and 

the use of Ne&vton's Method all particles detected during the experiment v'cre isotop&cally 

identified. The isotopes of boron, carbon, and mtrogen isotopes v erc chosen for extensive 

analysis. From this it was seen that there v, ere numerous variables that affect the 



distribution of the isotopes t'or a given element. The first variable studied svas the neutron 

multiplicity of the reaction. As this multiplicity decreased, meaning more peripheral 

collisions, thc heavier isotopes, were preferentially formed which can be explained hy the 

emission of these heavier particles from a neutron rich source, such as a neck like source, 

inside the interacting system The isotope ratios favor the neutron poor isotopes at fora ard 

angles in the lab frame, possibly duc to the sampling of different portions of the particie's 

energy spectrum in the different detectors and other issues of detector acceptance, A 

second possible explanation has to do with the manner in which the reaciion proceeds II 

the projectile is collided w ith the target at a peripheral impact pal iulleter then this could 

neck bctsveen the tsvo nuclei through w hich nucleons can be exchanged. If tliis neck is 

neutron rich as theory says then these neutrons ivould have to be stripped from thc 

projectile. The resulting projectile like fragment is neutron poor and has a substantial 

energy m the fons ard direction which leads to the lavoring of the neutron poorer isotope in 

the forward angles. The energy of thc reaction was also shown to haxc an effect in the 

isotope ratios and this is most probably due to the tact that at 35 MeV the system is fairly 

equilibrated while at 45 McV it is not. 
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